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Neha Mogre
October 20, 201 3  at 5:59 pm (Edit)

Growth is a economic issue and development a social. Since post independence we tried to solve social problem using economic point of view

and that is the main reason for the failure of our development model. The share of spendings to the main triggers of real development is

miniscule for eg education, health, etc. Even this spending is utter failure as it ignores the basic logic of inclusion of stakeholders in the

planning. In india planning is done by an economist experts.At the implementation level due to crunch of understanding because of low level

of motivation to implement, technical difficulties, lack of support from the stakeholders( unawareness, illiteracy, no faith in system) the

planning fails.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 0 pm (Edit)

The question is if we need the ‘Development’ itself. Can we go for other approaches to improve the lives of people. May be by enabling

them to ‘develop’ themselves without the aid of the state.

The question demands if we need state intervention at all. So within this framework you can argue in favour of present Development

processes/industry or against it.

Reply

Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 6:20 pm (Edit)

this is very good option to empower people with adequate skills so that they can make decisions themselves and get themselves

employed..this will help in boosting their self confidence that they have abitlity to do something,take decisions which are by them,for

them..In this sense they will be very responsible persons and participate in further things to improve their social,economic conditions

and after that others people.I think this is the true democracy when people decide in real sense.Giving them food and other resources at
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subsided rate is a good step but if we empower them by making them self dependent then it will be far better step….

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:25 pm (Edit)

How will you empower them? any out of the box solutions? or should we resort to Gandhian principles?

Reply

Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 6:34 pm (Edit)

There are many ways to empower them…many ways have been tried to empower people,education is one among them..but

people are not ready to send their wards to school for want of money..for poor people,children are the good source of

income..according to me,new modern techniques to empower people to make them financially independent first; are only for

educated ones..but we have to go in deep for motivating people to develop their traditional skills also…people should be

motivated to do the work they want,or develop skill they want and special training should be arranged for them…

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 1 :1 6 pm (Edit)

here comes d role of state economy,particularly a developing country like india where though d literacy level is 74 %around

,dt nt gt reflected in children’s nutrition and wellbeing report.stunting and malnutrition has a disturbing ratio for india.Here i

suggest immediate state initiative for delivering technologyenabled awareness campaign along with aptly monitored

administrative symtem in addition 2 appropriate infrastrcusture for education.here to note i m nt tlking of mere school

education.we urgntly need lifestyle awareness programme for all those pregnant/ lactating mother ,their

family,children,adolescent and youth.u may here refer 2 icds prog.bt nt 2 forgt its futility in comprehensive awareness
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generation.to eradicate poverty and usher prosperity we r bound to attack our thought level impairment.here i would like to

go for solution like different ART OF LIVING association particularly dt of BRAHMVAKUMARI,s with state support in

imparting their knowledge 2 all ,poor or rich.Atlast I believe 2 solve indian problem we need 2 visualise in a solution of indian

texture.JAI HIND.

Reply

Dr.G.IPS.
October 20, 201 3  at 6:40 pm (Edit)

development for whom and for what? today development agenda is driven by external yardsticks and the aid industry.

why should there be a global human development index in the first place? Although in todays globalised world economy we can’t turn

the clock back 60 years to explore the gandhian self sustained village model, we can surely look at models that reject the centrality of

ECONOMICS in development agenda.

The Rights based approach(RBA) of amartya sen is a fitting alternative.RBA uses human rights as a framework to guide development

agenda.

Any alternative to development must begin with the problems people face everyday.large amounts of money is not what is required.A

small amount with political support and technical advice will suffice.

Development has to be oriented towards ‘being’(rights) rather than ‘having’(needs).

more importantly, development must build on the RIGHTS of the people to determine their DESTINY.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 1 :24 pm (Edit)

here tell me 1 thng.when i m nt aware of my right hw can i fight 4 it.bt u ve came out with a suitable solution of concentrating on

‘being’ rather than ‘having’.

Reply
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Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 6:01  pm (Edit)

growth and development are thought be same concept but they are different in their practical approach..whereas growth is a quantitative

concept,development is a qualitative concept..if country is growing it does not mean we are developing but development surely implies there

is certainly development has taken place….our country is growing but development is not at par with growth..thts why we think that we should

change the criteria for measuring country’s performance..we must have focus on development criteria not on growth only…

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 5 pm (Edit)

You didn’t get the crux of the topic. It is asking if we need ‘Development’ at all.

Development/sustainable development/human development are a sort of mechanisms to impose neo imperialism by making poor

countries believe that they need to ‘develop’ in order to prosper. This development process helps western countries advance their

businesses and provides them markets. Do you favour this argument?

Reply

Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 6:21  pm (Edit)

yes sir earlier i did not get clearly wht the demand of question was…i have posted again my thought plz review it and tell whether i m at

right direction or not

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:29 pm (Edit)
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It’s not about right or wrong  you can express your ideas, thoughts. We respect individual opinions.

Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :59 pm (Edit)

If the development is creating markets to the West, it is also creating the markets for the third world countries. It is for sure that we

can’t live in isolation and expect to “prosper”. We’ve come across countries like N.Korea which for various reasons have remained

isolated and hence the deplorable position of its people.

If the development helps the western countries, it also helps the third world countries. Yes the scale of development is skewed. But, hey

isn’t it natural? if we think of our ancient trade with other civilizations, weren’t we the ones who prospered more with tonnes of gold

coming into our coffers by trading with spices?

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 8:29 pm (Edit)

Our ancient trade was the result of local competencies. We sold products of our traditional knowledge and prospered. Are we doing

it now?

In ancient times we produced quality stuff and people across oceans came in search of it. They bought it.

Today we are producing to the demands. We are not creating demand for our indigenous products, because we have none. Tell me

one international brand of ours that is home made?

Reply

Ritu Konar
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October 20, 201 3  at 1 1 :41  pm (Edit)

we need development,sustainable development,and human development.we need all.bt here we r 2 decide hw we want that.India as d

largest democracy with its consistent & historical status of peace and responsibility can play a significant role in world politics if only it

is determined enough 2 do so.therefore though all r free 2 attack me i can b prudent enough 2 aptly retaliate.HERE “I’ MEAN

INDIA.”ALL” MEANS WESTERN COUNTRY.atlast we need nt forgt dt we hav ASEAN ,BIMSTEC to advance our agenda in

business.So we can never b victim.jst 2 visualise a solution so big ,dt hinderance cn b melted away.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:08 pm (Edit)

when we think of eradicating poverty, we have to first consider who are those people who are economically poor. People from lower social

background (ex: SCs and STs) are the poorest.

What ever development we adopt, they are being neglected. The reason behind this is more of social and less of economical.

Till the time, we are not solving the social problems of these vulnerable section, they will be continuing ending up in the so called BPL list.

Thanks

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:09 pm (Edit)

One minor typo [What ever development model we adopt]

Reply
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ganesh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 0 pm (Edit)

Development in a narrow sense wont help a country unless it is planned properly and importantly implemented properly. Development should

be a broad based taking into considerations of lot a factors like gender, caste, environment, economic status etc. Though development in

narrow sense was forced by western countries in the name of reform, its the country ‘s responsibility to implement the policies. The country

faces deficiency in not effective planning but in effective and sincere implementation. The flagship schemes like MNREGA, SSA are very good

schemes if they are properly implemented to enhance the literacy and create infrastructure for the rural areas by their own people.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:25 pm (Edit)

@Ganesh: No doubt because of MNREGA like schemes the purchasing power of rural poor has increased manifold, but don’t you think it is

merely a schemes of “breaking stones and digging wells”. It is just creating a dependency syndrome.

So, we need capacity building schemes which will give sustainable livelihood.Sustainable livelihood will go a long way in eradicating

poverty.

Thanks.

Reply

ganesh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:41  pm (Edit)

@ santhosh: even i am against making people dependent of these schemes, but such human energy is not properly utilised, rather it can

be used to create rural infra like rural road, schools, community toilets ets. that will bring responsibility to the citizens in their

respective village as well as helpful in creating assets in rural india.

I agree to your point of building capacity for the people, as all people can be engaged in MNREGA etc. even building capacity of the

people should be formulated and implement in such a way that it creates dignity in them and also that helps in development of villages.
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Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:40 pm (Edit)

And don’t forget the use of earth movers, percentages

Reply

Shantan
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 0 pm (Edit)

I feel we have in many ways stopped innovating in the field of development economics. We are trying to leverage too much on the existing

tools of IT and other age-old growth models which cannot go beyond a certain point in eradicating poverty. Socio-Economists must come up

with new development models.

Reply

sunny madhaw
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 0 pm (Edit)

very true …… but then how do we define developement ..how do we define this qualitative concept exactly … is it defined by human

developement inex ??? on what factors should we focus ?

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:22 pm (Edit)

Focus on the local factors. Core competencies of regions and people.
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Here the argument should be whether we should reject the present Development model or accept it. When British came, we lost our

traditional industries. Those industries Developed because of the talents and demand for their products. State/empires did not aid them,

they appreciated them.

Development is basically improvement. Are we seeing any improvement in traditional areas? In personal growth?

Reply

sunnymadhaw
October 20, 201 3  at 6:39 pm (Edit)

No we are not seeing any growth in these areas ….. govt policies have failed to made an impact ….. the root cause is corruption ……

whatever govt spends does not reaches to the people….. there should be more innovations in developement model ….. we can reach

directly to the people….. or something can be done by people themselves like the idea of cooperatives …. We can join hands together to

eradicate the root cause ourselves

Reply

ganesh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:47  pm (Edit)

People come out of so called traditional industries/fields due to poor renumeration,/ recognition and they feel they are alienated. The

responsibility of the government is to bring them back to their stream by helping them in finding markets etc. there’s no point in saying

present development model should be rejected. Obviously any model has shortcoming and it has to be addressed to create a better

environment which ensures development to every part of the society till we find a better model.

Reply

jyo
October 20, 201 3  at 8:03 pm (Edit)
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Neither there is a need to completely shun away this economic development model nor we should not wait fro trickling down effect.

Instead the change has to happen from the below where role of state is just limited as a support system and decisions should be taken by

the people. Therefore the local institutes we brought in during 90s now need to be given more powers and a say in policy making.

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 3  pm (Edit)

India is one amoung the Fastest growing but not developing countries.We are Far behind Srilanka,Indonesia and other Neighbouring

countries in human development Index.Doesn’t this mean indian government spending its More Money on Freebies instead of development?

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 5 pm (Edit)

Only ‘growth’ cannot eradicate poverty. People do talk about trickle down effect, but that doesn’t happen every time. So, we need an inclusive

growth of the country, not just rise in GDP. Everyone should grow, everyone should contribute productively. India’s increase in GDP is due to

the services sector which doesn’t help the poor in any way. To eradicate poverty, we need to concentrate on manufacturing and agriculture

industries.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 8 pm (Edit)

Do you want the government to help you develop? or you want to develop yourself by realizing your inherent talent – say you are an artist,

but become a software engineer, never again to paint in your life. Do you think it’s development? Whom did you help most? Yourself or the
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company you worked for?

Reply

Rahul khairnar
October 20, 201 3  at 6:24 pm (Edit)

@insight I differ to agree with you as development on our own would stand a less chance for a country to grow and prosper rather a

collective development the a quality government can do.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:35 pm (Edit)

How do we get a quality government? what parameters decide a government is a quality one? Tell me which state is truly

‘Developed’?

Kerala? Gujarath? TN?

Are we involving people in the development process? Are we using the knowledge of people for development?

Reply

Rahul khairnar
October 20, 201 3  at 6:41  pm (Edit)

so continuing your argument further we should look at china’s communist model of government where people have little say in

the decision making process and the government in turn is liberal in doing so.Hence China is world 2nd largest economy.

Reply
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charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 6:59 pm (Edit)

IMHO, govt. role should be the least in development. Local bodies should be given more importance to develop their own villages

and towns. The development which grows from bottom to top unlike the trickle down theory will have more of an impact on the

lives of people.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 1 :51  pm (Edit)

“a government dt govern d least’ is a quality government.actually nowadays it should b facilitator.u knw wt india is a failed

facilitator.all development model of state u referred ensures at d most economic development.actually india somehow failed 2 b

flexible democracy.here i urge d active participation of all social groups.& clause group and dt s only respite.

Reply

bharath
October 20, 201 3  at 6:46 pm (Edit)

government intervention in its citizen’s developmental aspects is a need . even if we have talent, that might not be used in a proper way .

i agree that becoming techie instead of painter is not development in its true sense but it cant be declared as underdevelopment either .

one can use his painting talent in expressing himself but same kind of talent can be used in building / creating a program which not only

‘develops’ company but also himself in the corporate world . every one wont get a guide to unravel his abilities , hence there is a need of

common guide (government) which will help in utilising the talent for ones own and others ‘development’ too .

Reply

INSIGHTS
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October 20, 201 3  at 7 :00 pm (Edit)

I took the example of individual to reflect the example of a society. If a village is self sufficient by its inherent mechanism of

cooperation among its inhabitants and autonomy, it will prosper. If ITC comes and asks villagers to grow tobacco because it’s

profitable, the traditional knowledge is slowly destroyed and the village loses its autonomy and self sufficiency. Aren’t we subjected

to this imposition of development model?

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 2:40 am (Edit)

dere comes d role of state as a true facilitator.

Reply

mohit
October 21 , 201 3  at 9:1 6 pm (Edit)

tobacco grown by ITC won’t make much difference. Cigarette business comes under organized sector and its share in production

is 15% and it contributes to 85%. Role of state here should be curb the unorganized sector which is having more devastating

impact on the society.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 5 pm (Edit)

@Sunaina: Could you please elaborate, how development focused approach is going to solve the poverty issue ?

if we see post independence era, plethora of populist measures have already been taken. Bur the results are not satisfying.
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So my point is “it is not the model what we adopt, rather making sure that the last man in the last row is getting the benefit or not”

Thanks

Reply

Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 6:43  pm (Edit)

i m agree wid u..thts wht i want to say..the main thing to be focused is tht person at the end must be benefitted by the development

programs otherwise there is no use of welfare measures..the results of the various development programs are before us…

Reply

Varun Chaudary
October 20, 201 3  at 6:1 6 pm (Edit)

Freebies and subsidies like Food security bill will Just ameliorate Pain of Poverty of the People.They will not Cure.The steps are to be taken to

develop living standards of the economically Backward class.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:24 pm (Edit)

How? by what measures?

Reply

Tauseef Ahmad
October 20, 201 3  at 6:49 pm (Edit)
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Empowering people with skill development programmes will fetch much advantage to ours demographically dividend society. Teaching

how to fish will make people adroit and has futuristic ramifications rather than providing cooked fish….

Reply

mohit
October 21 , 201 3  at 9:22 pm (Edit)

just making people skilled is like half the battle won. Population of India is huge and it needs to be utilized effectively and efficiently

(how ?). Upgrading the skills of the population without creating the market (industries) for skill development will further deteriorate

the condition of youth. Rather,state should play the role of facilitator (not regulator) and should ensure that healthy environment

for industry (both manufacturing and service) is available in the country. Infrastructure bottleneck is the problem which require

quickest redressal.

Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :03  pm (Edit)

It is simple for us to talk of just doing away with subsidies. But when it comes to reality how many of us will really appreciate when govt.

stops giving subsides to gas cylinders, oil, and other things.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :41  pm (Edit)

When everyone can afford them, then no one should have a problem with it, and achieving that is what is the question, subsidies are not

inherently bad when they are properly utilized without seepage
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Reply

Rahul khairnar
October 20, 201 3  at 6:20 pm (Edit)

Well we can’t say that development has totally failed us since our independence.Since we are the largest democracy in the world there is

bound to be a difference of opinion among many of our stake holders.Such opinions matter at a macro level development work.I am sure all

would agree withe me that India of 2013 is far more improved than India of 2003.

Reply

dv
October 20, 201 3  at 6:21  pm (Edit)

i think poor implementation of policies is also a major reason for this state of affairs prevalent in developing countries. Though we have good

planners making sound policies, those were are not sufficient to eradicate poverty and bring prosperity due to wide rampant corruption

existing in every levels of policy implementation. If policies are well conceived and implemented properly then we can have some respite to

the problem. For example if we take the PDS system some states perform well namely the state of Tamil Nadu. But the same state is not

performing well in the MNREGA scheme. so the same state with same people and same machinery is able to implement one scheme well and

the other worst. so we can to some extent say that the political unwillingness and the greediness are the main culprits for this problem. If we

see the developed countries most of them have managed to grow well with this model. if the leadership of a country is honestly willing to lift

the people out of poverty and grow sustainably then everything is possible.

Moreover like Bhutan we should not look only in to the economic indicators for the prosperity of the nation, we should also look in to the

happiness quotient as well. we should increase our spending in the fronts of education,health,environment etc to bring prosperity and

sustainable development. A happy and healthy citizen is an asset rather than wealthy citizen.

Reply

INSIGHTS
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October 20, 201 3  at 6:28 pm (Edit)

If we are failing at implementation level for the last 65 years, isn’t there is something fundamentally wrong with the development

approach? Why proper implementation mechanism is not part of the Policy? Why are we still groping to ‘implement’ projects properly?

Don’t you think Local factors are neglected in implementation?

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:42 pm (Edit)

if we see after the 73th and 74th amendment on local self government, the bottom-up approach of planning has been adopted to some

extent.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:48 pm (Edit)

In how many states’ has it succeeded? Bottom up approach is the alternative. But how? we can easily say that empowering

Panchayats will bring prosperity at the local level. How can Panchayat help if it becomes the agent of the state in implementing its

schemes and projects – which are designed to benefit the ruling party or the targeted few?

Reply

Sunaina
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :01  pm (Edit)

panchayats can play very crucial role in development as they are at the lowest level of hierarchy and nea the common man..They

can have interaction with the people,know their needs,demands,problems in very clear manner and can communicate their

problem to the higher authorities so tht they can focus in their problem areas….now a days panchayat are empoered to take
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decisions,they r provided resources,they have their say in planning of developmental activites…thus they can help a lot…this is

also true tht benefits of panchayati raj system have not been so welcoming as thr r many reasons like lack of political

will,resources,improper impelmentation,corruption etc…but it can be improved with proper review,audit of performance atc…

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :02 pm (Edit)

Yes i agree there are lacunae at the implementation level. At least in the policy formulation level PRIs have come a long way. for

example- In the recent land acquisition bill, there are many ground level inputs from PRIs.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :29 pm (Edit)

for the same reason that we have the highest number of slaves in the world.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :27  am (Edit)

very true.actually here i would like 2 draw attention 2 loopholes rather state reluctance 4 implementing a fundamental act of

panchayati raaj.1993.its 20th yr of d act bt we failed 2 take into board all local stakeholder in all social scheme implementation

activity.here center is also nt dt much exhorting the states 4 active functioning of d institute.otherwise cud hav widen PRIs scope by

mandatory participation of it.bt recent SC guidelins in ORISSA ‘S POSCO project for compulsory approval of gramsava 4 any

development project is a significant move forward.

Reply
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salman
October 20, 201 3  at 6:21  pm (Edit)

Development never will be and never can be universal satisfaction (brandt commission) as it is a dynamic process and have multidimensional

attribute, which includes social, political administrative, as well as economic growth.

At time of independence, our country was not only economically deprived but also we were suffering in all aspects like health, education,

social and moral.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:29 pm (Edit)

Then why didn’t we go for Gandhian approach? it was simple and effective.

Reply

salman
October 20, 201 3  at 6:45 pm (Edit)

In gandhian approach we lack economic rationale behind development and underestimate the structural changes needed. For trickling

down effect to tack place, we need economic growth first

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:54 pm (Edit)

and the result is? do you think trickle down has worked? or hopeful that it will work?
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Reply

salman
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 3  pm (Edit)

In my opinion trickle down didn’t work not because of the faulty development approach but because of lack in political will and

our inefficient administrative system as today also for every rupee only 22 paise reaches the beneficiary. Today our need is new

reforms in administrative system and an effective bottom up approach to empower people at grassroot level.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :20 pm (Edit)

That is what the argument is – Bottom up approach. Trickle down didn’t work, so the shift to Bottom up approach. Involving

the locals is the sine qua non of any development process. India has ignored it for long thanks to the aid industry and the neo

liberal compulsions.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :36 pm(Edit)

India has ignored it because of the greed and repeated mistakes of pumping in money into failed and porous models

Reply

salman
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :39 pm(Edit)

Agreed. And that’s what government is trying, empowering and involving people (LARR bill) at one hand and economic
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growth at other.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:35 pm(Edit)

Focus on economic models that increase the food production, food storage, food distribution, health care to all,

drinking water to all, education to all, invest in these, this ensures employment generation, GDP growth, per capita

income, improved development indicators.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :39 am (Edit)

Crux of Gandhian philosophy ws minimum state intervention with agro based industry in autonomous village system .Bt nt 2 forgt we

required technology help 4 better agro industry,populatuion ws a challenge dt tym 2.again people were nt dt much self aware 2 rule

themselves.refer 2 our lyf xpectency & literacy ratio.in such a situation PM Neheru took d path of mixed economy in its OBJECTIVE

RESOLUTIOn.

Thus dere ws some hinderance 2 follow Gandhian Philosophy dn.bt nw aftr 65 yrs we sud hav strict PRI implementation mechanism 4

states.

Center also cnt deny its role here.

Reply

salman
October 20, 201 3  at 6:34 pm (Edit)

Sorry only half of the comment is visible. Rest is
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Also we were new to these concepts. We were keep experimenting with different development approaches but recent approach in my

opinion is goodone with radical reforms some are already placed like LARR ACT, FOOD SECURITY others might be regarding subsidies,

research, corruption etc

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:36 pm (Edit)

Food security is an eyewash

Reply

sunnymadhaw
October 20, 201 3  at 6:24 pm (Edit)

Food security bill is definitely aimed at right direction to feed millions of people which is their basic necessity ……There are millions of people

in our country who don’t get food dont get food for even 1 time … its definitely helpful for them …

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:31  pm (Edit)

If implemented properly. Is this part of Development discourse? Why not ‘Enable’ poor to grow their own food?

Reply

kkavad
October 20, 201 3  at 6:49 pm (Edit)
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I think providing food freely will make people dependent on government. Instead of that, they should do some productive work and

than give them food. Likewise, let them make ponds in their villages and than give them food. This will also help them overcome water

crisis. Let them grow and maintain trees on either side of the roads, this will also be benefiting for the society and poor will get their food

and development will be done on its own way…

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :09 pm (Edit)

Your argument slightly reflects Elenor Ostram’s theory of commons. This is one alternative we can explore.

http://marginalrevolution.com/marginalrevolution/2009/10/elinor-ostrom-and-the-wellgoverned-commons.html

Reply

salman
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :22 pm (Edit)

But in long run we cannot go for this approach as from where money will come? In this approach also people will be dependent on

govt. We have to indulge our population in productive work

Reply

mohit
October 21 , 201 3  at 9:28 pm (Edit)

ans to why implementation is the hurdle – Lack of accountability and responsibility (review of work). Even if we were to encourage the

bottom up approach, it will be a failure until the fundamental principles of independence and accountability is imposed state.
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Reply

naveen
October 20, 201 3  at 6:28 pm (Edit)

A country can prosper only if there is effective development. The real goal of development cannot be achieved if it does not reach the all the

sections of the society. In india’s context like many other under developed and developing countries this has not happened. With

globalisation, liberalisation and privitisation the weaker sections of the society have been left behind. MNCs and private sectors are driven by

profit motive. Only the elite section of the society who were positioned in a comfortable situation were able to take advantage of the

development.

Reply

Naveenjot
October 20, 201 3  at 6:34 pm (Edit)

certainly growth in economic sense cannot said to be a sole objective and goal of indian policy makers as it is evident in the initial years of the

indian budgetry planning that it was adopted as a measure and mean to reach upto the stage of a developed and prosperous country.socialistic

mode of development was the preferential choice for the leaders like Nehru though it was not made overtly expressed.As the years passed

nationalization started getting mixed with privatization with the upper ceiling still in favour of nationalized institutions as they are viewed to

be the reliable saviours which generate employment for the livlihood for millions of indian. As it is true that ‘Begars cannot be the chosers’ so

in early 90′s due to well known vagaries India resorted to become a member of the IMFand then started the era of structural reforms whose

repurcusions are seen today that india has become one of the central player in this blind race of economic growth.

Reply

naveen
October 20, 201 3  at 6:36 pm (Edit)

The government of India has not emphasised much on the manufacturing sector unlike China. Manufacturing sector is labour intensive hence
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offers huge employment opportunities which makes it more inclusive. Instead of allowing foreign MNCs to expolit natural resources the

government should encourage local industries to invest in manufacturing sector. India should aim to become a global leader in export of

manufactured goods. This would go a long way in growth of the country as a whole.

Reply

Kirthi
October 20, 201 3  at 6:37  pm (Edit)

Development have been given varied definitions just like inclusive growth.

There is a broad understanding that development is more than just economic growth implying the qualitative aspects of growth.

The means to pursue development and bettering the life of majority of the nation especially in a pluralistic democracy like ours is not easy to

pursue.

Rather than we or the rulers of the nation define and decide what course development should take, it should be best left to people to decide

what development will truly mean to them. Need is to include stakeholders at every level in the development process and choose among the

alternatives, which calls for political and other decentralization based on principle of subsidiarity.

One should also take note of Amartya Sen’s definition of development that means expansion of freedoms i.e.economic, social, political and

others.

which revolves around the capabilites that people should enjoy. Any thing that results in lack of freedom to the people like economic

opportunites, poverty, banking facilites, social opportunities cause of caste discrimination, protection, press freedoms etc. would mean lack

of development.

According to his definiton of development, most nations including the west arent yet development as in US blacks dont enjoy the same

freedom as whites , in china people dont enjoy basic political freedoms etc.

The western idea of development that revolves around ” consumerism ” is quite dangerous if the whole world imitates it. If the nations of the

size of China and India start consuming resources like the west did, we are at the doorstep of the disaster.

Hence India must be at the forefront representing many so called developing or less developed nations of Africa and Asia on multilateral front

to stop this emphasis on global consumerism and its attendant globalization clamour to an approach that is more humane and sustainable. In

this, we have a model worth emulating from the Amartya Sen’s capability approach which is more human and to quote him It is “the

enhancement of freedoms that allow people to lead lives that they have reason to live”
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Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:45 pm (Edit)

What about the role of Panchayats and Gram Sabha’s? Even if they are given full autonomy as Gandhi envisaged, would they enable people

to become self sufficient and independent in the present scenario where the role of the state is ever expanding in all spheres of life?

How do we make reality Amartya Sen’s model? Through the state’s intervention?

However I agree with most of your argument. Argued well.

Reply

Kirthi
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :01  pm (Edit)

Yes, decentralization coupled with accountability is the need of the hour, so as to ensure we do not democratize corruption, which is

very well possible within our constitution, but which require political will. Once finances and others are decentralized to a village say,

people would choose their priorities And would have incentives to maximize revenue( tax collection and others)as they are now

included in the process of development and hence they understand what it takes to improvise. This would ensure that current freebies/

subsidies etc which people are so used to, is lessened and long term benefits are taken into account( the power bill used to build a school

rather than subsiding power).

And the states role is expanding, yes, but what is more troubling is decisions taking which is divorced from the reality, which is why,

people have been reduced to a number game at the time of elections. Expanding states role is nothing wrong if the decisions are taken as

close to people as possible and that is what people have chosen. It would have good redistributive effect. And delegating to the higher

levels what cannot be done at lower levels for want of resource s or specialization( health care at village level but super speciality at

district level) on the principle of subsidiarity

And by this extension, only leaving defense of the nation, foreign affairs and others to the centre which cannot be handled at Lower

levels( close to gandhiji concept of concentric circles) is a good idea to start with, even if it means more state, but it goes according to

the wishes of the people, not the elite.
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Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 5 pm (Edit)

Excessive governance is also detrimental for local governance. The problem with Indians is the blind faith and belief that it is their

karma, every freaking person I have asked till date has double standards, the average illiterate Indian is equally corrupt as the most

successful politician but just doesn’t have the money because of the trickling down effect.

Reply

vandana
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :54 pm (Edit)

Panchayat’s and gram sabhas left to their own devices won’t lead to improvements in the lives of people.There are many reasons to say

that.First these institutions may not have capabilities that are required.Secondly in a country like ours democracy hasn’t yet reached its

fruition .At the lowest level ,in interaction with people ,it still means majoritarianism.This can lead to exploitation of few disadvantaged

citizens.So the state may need to intervene on the weaker sections behalf.The affirmative actions like reservation can make the weaker

ones assert their rights.

The point of deficiency in implementation that has been raised in this debate so many times is a very valid one.But the govt can’t ensure

a proper action on this point ,no matter how strictly it enforces accountability ,transparency and fair dealing ,unless the people

understand that they have a stake in the programs.And when they do so ,according to me they will be free ,politically ,socially and

economically.

Reply

Apps
October 20, 201 3  at 8:25 pm (Edit)

First of all
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1.Development is not a quantitative quality but a qualitative one.

2.Inclusive Development must be synonymous to word “Development”

Development in amartya sen’s model can be achieved by making each and every person aware of his/her rights and duties that can be

enjoyed and must be performed in order to have a peaceful and complete life for himself,his family and the society he lives in.

Whether state’s intervention is necessary or not in awareness camapign?

Most intriguingly state’s intervention will only yield partial results.If only there is a campaign by all sections of society truly then the

campaign will be success full&true development will be possible.

The true development is possible only if and only if one able to stand for his/herself and for the rest of the society and vice-versa.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :49 am (Edit)

Here i will say noone can do good 2 u unless and untill u can decide wt is gud 4 u and 4 dt u hav 2 explore wt is dt.i dnt find ny other

option dn dt of resoting 2 religion dt binds.religion of self awareness.may we need another RENAISSANCE particularly in rural

area.may its form b different dn we knw frm history .here role of covil society can b eminent.bt again INDIA’s development has its main

challenge of POVERTY.And here STATE need 2 play a role of mature facilitator.

Reply

kittu kumari
October 20, 201 3  at 6:38 pm (Edit)

the present development model is not solving the the poverty problem upto the mark. well we can opt for a system where both government

and privatisation have equal share of its work. like if government permits the private organisation to make developments on temporary basis .

like in sikkim , tourism field has been been increased by providing employment oppurtunities to the poor and giving a chance for their

livelihood. it should be like a contract basis .

Reply
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sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :42 pm (Edit)

Consider this: Why is someone poor? Because someone else is rich.. Poverty is a relative concept. If all are at equal level, will we even talk

of development

Reply

AZHAGENDRAN ARUMUGAM
October 20, 201 3  at 6:43  pm (Edit)

Real growth is one which brings prosperity to the last man of this country through all-round development. our planners and policy-makers do

not seem to have considered this. There is a complete lack of understanding as to why a poor remains poor . A child of a poor family will have

to walk an extra-mile to come out of it.So it is necessary to identify the exact problems and the needs of poors and children in particular.Then

bring about well-thought out plan which must be village-specific. Howsoever the complexities involved in the process are, this is an effective

way to address poverty and bring prosperity to the nation as a whole.All stakeholders, especially local governments, must be involved with

the vision not only to eradicate poverty but also empower all the people alike. Growth doesn’t mean anything to a poor man, as is evidenced

from our HDI ranking despite high growth rate. Therefore, there is a flaw in the way we have been tackling poverty.Resource distribution is

highly uneven,thanks to business pressure groups and chronic corruption and insensitiveness of officials.Need of the hour is to act seriously

to bring down poverty and other shameful social indicators, for there is a simmering anger among poors who loss hope in democracy every

day.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 6:45 pm (Edit)

in today’s scenario developed country means,” how fast is its gdp growth?”. inspite of the fact many welfare schemes are coming for the

upliftment of poor people but the main stress is on capitalists.
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Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 6:56 pm (Edit)

Right. Who benefits more at the end of the day by the whole Development’ processes? it is people who invest money in development

industries not the one who pays taxes.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :54 pm (Edit)

To become a developed country from developing is like a race,so the winner will be the one who contributes in economy the

most.so,the capitalists and the biggest beneficiaries but it doesn’t mean that common man is not enjoying this development,but slowly

for example profits of tata will compel him to extend its companies branch which in turn benefit the youths as they will get employed.

Reply

shaileshverma
October 20, 201 3  at 8:03 pm (Edit)

measuring development only in terms of GDP cannot be a claim of a country’s development unless and until human development is

involved in it. Also as it is known that any system which comes into being tries to maintain the status quo ( eg beauraucrats) so

capitalist once penetrated will focus on its survival first before anything else. it doesnt help to meet the challenges of common man

unless and until the government interferes with its social development ideology.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:30 pm (Edit)
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That is what the idiots sitting in the parliament think, development is when each individual has equal rights and equal opportunities, has

sufficient food, has housing, has education, is in good health and the indicators are, maternal mortality rate, infant mortality rate,

sanitation, availability of potable drinking water, literacy.

Reply

malik
October 20, 201 3  at 6:48 pm (Edit)

post independence, looking at the then condition of the economy and the resources available india opted for the “growth based development”

model ..though it gradually lead to an increased skewness, but then the question was : “how is development possible without growth?” ..so

instead of calling it a failure of the development model,it is the then situation that is to be blamed (which was a result of the colonial

exploitation of resources and economy)

now, post reforms, the “development based growth” model was adopted in order to bring down the skewness that came as a by product of the

first model.. of course, its pace has been slow because of various problems like corruption, low literacy and awareness, poverty, etc. leading to

increased inefficiency.but gradually, india’s kurznet’s curve has started showing positive results. on this basis, again, the model cannot be

called a failure.

thirdly, it would be wrong to say that corruption is a result of development. corruption began in india during the british colonial regime, which

did not even think of development of india!

so going against the topic, i would favour the development model. the efforts have to be kept going with patience for india faces so many

problems together, intermingled with each other and detangling these is something that will take time.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :04 pm (Edit)

Why is it slow for us and fast for South Korea? or Japan?
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Reply

malik
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :32 pm (Edit)

these countries focused on their manufacturing sector, which later paid them off. i agree india was quite late when it comes to reforms.

apart from this, japan is an ideal state when it comes to fraternity (there was little rise in inflation even after an accident like fukushima.

shopkeepers distributed the ration for free bcz they considered all the japanese their brothers and sisters). india, on the other hand, has

a very different social structure. it faces evils like casteism, communalism, regionalism, etc. and as i mentioned, these problems worsen

the situation when they get entangled with corruption, low literacy, high population growth rate, etc.

south korea’s success could be attributed to the model it follows: it makes technology, uses it for its own development, as well as sells it

to other countries and earns out of it.. in india, the reforms under IMF’s pressure lead to the growth of the service sector. service sector

absorbs only skilled or semi skilled which majority of the indian workforce is not.. thus leading to greater skewness.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :38 pm (Edit)

That is what happens when we act under the influence of external factors. Has service sector helped the majority of the Indian

population? whom did it help?

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :53  pm (Edit)

service sector helped all the skilled unemployed people but it also widen the gap between rich and poor.

Reply
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malik
October 20, 201 3  at 8:35 pm (Edit)

no it did not. it helped only the people who were either skilled or had resources (businessmen, industrialists, etc.)..leading to a

higher disparity.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :52 am (Edit)

here comes d need of reorientation of our education system.bcos evn dt sector cnt provide d educated indians enough

Reply

ram
October 20, 201 3  at 6:49 pm (Edit)

development has to be imposed until all the people in the country are educated, understand their rights and be in a position to demand a

development from below.on what needs to be done to ensure the intended development reaches the poor has already bee undertaken by the

administrative reforms commission , planning commission. However the lack of political will is the main reason for the present state. we need

to learn from our neighbors like bangladesh who have better human development with half the per capita income.

Reply

IAS Aspirant
October 20, 201 3  at 6:50 pm (Edit)

Basic problem around our modal since independence has been our top – bottom approach.Efforts have largely been driven by the successive
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government without minimal/almost no role of the people in planning for whom such efforts were intended.In a puristic society like ours with

overwhelming diversity, the need for a bottom-up approach becomes even increasingly important.We woke up to this need only in early

1990s ( Panchayati Raj Institutions).However,they still do not have any eaeconomic and administrative freedom.

In a market and emerging economy like ours,planning would always be required to balance the equation between compelling increased

requirements and allocation of scared resources.The need of the hours is to have participative dynamics with a liberal and broader ideal as

goal – People Rule Themselves.

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :28 pm (Edit)

Decentralization of development can surely work. But you still need a lot of courage to push it through.

Many districts in India are under Naxalite influence who are opposed to any form of development and have even gathered the support of

locals. In such districts the effects of bottom-up approach will be limited.

Reply

Dr.G.IPS.
October 20, 201 3  at 6:51  pm (Edit)

development for whom and for what? today development agenda is driven by external yardsticks and the aid industry.

why should there be a global human development index in the first place? Although in todays globalised world economy we can’t turn the

clock back 60 years to explore the gandhian self sustained village model, we can surely look at models that reject the centrality of

ECONOMICS in development agenda.

The Rights based approach(RBA) of amartya sen is a fitting alternative.RBA uses human rights as a framework to guide development agenda.

Any alternative to development must begin with the problems people face everyday.large amounts of money is not what is required.A small

amount with political support and technical advice will suffice.

Development has to be oriented towards ‘being’(rights) rather than ‘having’(needs).

more importantly, development must build on the RIGHTS of the people to determine their DESTINY.
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Reply

vikas
October 20, 201 3  at 6:51  pm (Edit)

We have been obsessed more so with one factor either growth or development in any particular scheme though the need is of balancing and

complementing act of both.

We need to be more Inward looking and should move towards Decentralization in consonance with Gandhian philosophy so that People at

lowest level can decide the course of his/her growth and development with a more facilitating role played by government of the day.

West has been promoting its model whether Economic or Social as the best but we must be vigilant with the Economic interests( mainly of

Foreign Pvt Firms) promoted but a total rejection is not the best course.

As our Constitution framers did, Remove the flaws and make it suit indigenous conditions and there is no harm in it rather it is a better

learning act.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 1  pm (Edit)

Gandhi was a racist who wanted to preserve the varna system, we would be better off if we don’t follow Gandhi’s principles.

Reply

Kirthi
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 8 pm (Edit)

Oh god. What if varna that he meant wouldn’t suffer any lack of opportunities at all , where one s destiny isn’t decided by birth. I agree

the very word caste/ varna is disgusting to the so called modern youth. But what if varna just meant class based society? Don’t the so

called developed caste less countries that we are emulating have upper lower and middle classes? Which society is purely egalitarian? It

is impossible to have a society that is purely egalitarian, what we can instead aim for is equality of opportunities. Anyways, what we

should instead do is just follow his guiding principle – be the change you want to see in the world.
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Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :33  pm (Edit)

LIKE.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:26 pm (Edit)

No we don’t need any justification for any stratification, he was bigot and I am not afraid to call him a bigot. We are all human beings,

many tribes in India have been oppressed and they need equal opportunity to correct the social injustice. Look where we are still

even with a constitution which guarantees equality? where are women? where are the respective representatives?

Reply

vikas
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 1  pm (Edit)

Above is in context of emulating the positives only..Villages as Self Governing Institutions.

Thanks for Comment

Reply

vikas
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 7  pm (Edit)

Them people at lowest level is in not in context of Caste or Varna system…meant for person deprived of opportunities,at village level

which is foremost level of democracy.
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Pardon is meant otherwise.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 6:53  pm (Edit)

welfare schemes should vary according to person’s need.thus , implementation of scheme on the national level should be replaced by the

district level with the help of local bodies.

Reply

seema
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :07  pm (Edit)

If this possible to make every scheme customise then i think 50% population needs to join government offices.

Reply

Neha Mogre
October 20, 201 3  at 6:54 pm (Edit)

Focussing on Using technology, skill training, access to credit, making bureaucracy working transparent,

In short the Good Governance model

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :24 pm (Edit)

Unless and until the people themselves change, good governance model is bound to fail
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Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 6:55 pm (Edit)

The “trickle down” theory of growth has failed in its primary aspect of reducing poverty in the developing countries. Measures taken to boost

the employment and in turn reduce poverty has met with little success. This in addition to the ever increasing inflation and twin deficits have

only added salt to the wound.

With poverty not decreasing in absolute terms, govt. is bound to spend more from their coffers on social schemes like NREGA which only

provide temporary relief to the needy.

The solution which i see will tackle the poverty issue is generating employment and concentrating on agriculture and its allied activities.

The employment should be raised in labour intensive manufacturing sector in which India had failed miserably and its neighbour china has

done wonders by reducing its poverty in great numbers.

Also the agriculture sector which is lacking innovation in India needs to be looked upon. Non tradtional areas like central and eastern areas

should be focused to bring in more people.

These can play a major role in an inclusive growth which along with a major thrust to infrastructure sector would see people come out of their

miseries.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 6:56 pm (Edit)

People exemplify about the development model of Kerala,considering its human development index, people feel proud about it.

But what about those tribes of Attappady area in Kerala, where children are dying of malnutrition. In any way the motive should be the

upliftment of the downtrodden and most vulnerable section. In the drumbeats of development and growth, if we are forgetting those lower

section people, i believe it is injustice and crime.

Reply
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seema
October 20, 201 3  at 6:57  pm (Edit)

When we got independence our government chose economic development as first priority. But our main problem was dwelling in social and

education sector. Lack of Education, skill and qualification lead to unemployment and unemployment lead to poverty and poverty leads to

POVERTY N POVERTY.

If on that time we focus on social equality and education then surely it will start appiaring today, means every section of our society is

educated and have ability to sustain without food security bill.

And even there are numbers of tata,brila, and ambani will be here.

Hence, though it is late but not too late that we can not over come the poverty. If we start good world class education system specially for

those who can not afford by there own and keep all taboos aside atleast for education sector. Then definetly our coming generation will not

write essay or any discussion on poverty.

Reply

mbnaidu
October 20, 201 3  at 6:57  pm (Edit)

growth is a motive force to achieve the development.science independence we have been trying to get the status as a developed nation.so

many studies predicted that if india can achieve its growth rate at 8% consistently for 20 years it could be the poverty – free nation.

if we consider the present trends in our economy and forecast it is as a impossible mission.

Growth and development are only the raw things.we need many alternatives to make the nation; “from poor to prosporus”

1: participative democracy

2: strong leadership in every feild

3: proper utilisation of both the social and physical resorces.

4: visionary politicians

5:better bi lateral relations
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Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 6:57  pm (Edit)

Yes, We need development, precisely because we have not been able to achieve it and it is a continuous process, not a goal to reach.

I would like to point out a few of the reasons for failed model of growth in Indian context.

1. Indian population is a bunch of hypocritical, religious idiots with moral double standards.

2. Pure socialism is not a viable or sustainable growth model.

3. Controlled capitalism was not adopted and is not being adopted even now.

4. Indians are greedy.

5. Indians have a flock like mentality, they will not question their leaders and are willing to submit to the authority of other people.

6. We like to boast of our past heritage too much and would love to go back the dark ages.

8. Agriculture and education of women is not given any importance.

9. Individuals do not have any right even though constitution guarantees it, it is never realized because the same constitution has laws against

blasphemy and curb the freedom of speech.

10. Citizen is considered as the property of the state.

Alternative development models?

Look at Sweden, Netherlands, and other Scandinavian countries, follow them, learn from them, there is nothing wrong in following the right

direction.

Reply
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vicky..
October 20, 201 3  at 6:58 pm (Edit)

The development sought cannot be successful, without developing the behavioral aspect. No house can develop by decorating its roof,

without treating its foundation. This is what has happened in India. Economic models, adopted from west, have been started without

preparing the people for them. A welfare scheme will never achieve its objective, if the people meant to be benefit, are not taught about it or

made ready to reap its benefits.

Thus, the main features, i.e. Education of the masses is at the core of poverty eradication.

People and their Children should be bound with the condition of compulsory education for obtaining the benefits of a welfare scheme. Mid

Day Meal is step in that direction, to retain children. RTE should be promoted vehemently. Skits, local awareness programmes, should be

conducted regularly.The participants should be from poor families itself. This would not only , increase their awareness, but also their urge to

motivate their family members to do so. When one performs on some topic, his/her understanding is much more wider. He respects it much

more.

Such grass-root education ,by poor- from poor- to poor, mobilize them with greater force.

It is after this fundamental behavioral change of poor, that the development schemes will work.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 6:58 pm (Edit)

The UPA government is going in the wrong direction. With the setting up of National Food Security Bill, they are making people much more

lazy. Instead, if a skill development workshop was introduced, people would be employed and they would buy their own food and clothing.

By giving food as a freebie, we are inhibiting their desire to work harder to feed themselves.

This is detrimental for their own good and for the economy as such.

Reply
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dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :05 pm (Edit)

Bringing food security bill doesn’t make people lazy, that is your speculation. But it does worse than just making people lazy. Food security

bill means, the government has to spend more on obtaining the food grains, that means improper utilization of taxes we pay, they money

required to generate employment, research into agriculture, mechanizing agriculture, it infuses more into the hands of private sector for

transportation, storage and distribution of these food grains.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :09 pm (Edit)

For anyone’s first motivation to work is hunger. If he is not hungry, he would say he would rather just earn 10 rupees per month and his

stomach is full.

This hampers the growth and the demographic dividend about which we are so proud tends to become useless.

Other points that you have said are common and obvious. 

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :47  pm (Edit)

Hunger can be sated with manual labour, you don’t need any higher development than that to just fill the stomachs of the people.

Please get over this idea of yours.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :58 pm (Edit)
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Exactly my point! We need to provide them with employment so that they can feed themselves.

If we give them with the required amount of education and skills, they will conquer the world.

Instead we are giving them food, which will get digested in a day. Teach a man how to fish instead of giving him a fish.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:07  pm (Edit)

Develop scientific temper, make people question, that will make them better, that is what is education

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 21 , 201 3  at 5:54 am (Edit)

You are totally missing my point. I give up. Not arguing further

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 6:59 pm (Edit)

The problem is not only with the elected representatives, it is with the entire country, these political class is a part of this country, they are

from within Indians, so they will behave exactly like other Indians do.

Reply

seema
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 5 pm (Edit)
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Thats what i m saying if those politicians are among us. And their education background was good means ethicsl, moral, and if real they are

aware of things happening in india. Then they definatly do not perform curpt practises…

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :49 pm (Edit)

This in turn leads to a fundamental question: why do people elect corrupt politicians again and again knowing the truth?

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :59 pm (Edit)

electing a corrupt person is compulsion for us till now but with the introduction of NOTA we may have good politicians.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:03 pm (Edit)

Because they are idiots for whom nothing matters more than their caste, and religion

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :02 pm (Edit)

Instead of the current development process, we need to make our villages self sufficient.
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If everyone in a small village, gets enough food, works, and gets all basic necessities, he will be happy.

In that way, every village will be happy. Happiness and life-satisfaction is the highest form of development.

We dont need extra money to be happy, we just need a good atmosphere and content to be happy.

Excellent topic this is.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :07  pm (Edit)

Nice idea Akand, but how will you make the villages self sufficient at the face of growing population and increasing inequality.

Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 5 pm (Edit)

Ah, the Gandhian way of living! Self-sufficient villages, no need of extra money! The Socialist you’re, do you also agree we should shed

away all exports?

How do you measure happiness? life satisfaction? Isn’t it relative ?

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :36 pm (Edit)

Okay, this might be a new governmental machinery that we can have. It is heavily derived from the gandhian principles.

1. Every village will vote five people for the panchayat.

2. A Block may have 20 villages. So, we have 100 elected members for this block. We shall elect a panchayat from these 100 members.

3. Same for a district.
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4. If there are around 20 districts in a state, we select a panchayat for the state from these 100 people.

5. Let us assume we have 30 states, and we get 150 members, out of which we can elect 5 for the “National Council”.

These 150 members will be the Lok Sabha. There wont be a Rajya Sabha. The National Council will elect its leader who will be the

President. There wont be a PM.

The President thus must be elected from grass roots, should win election in every level. So, we will get the best of the best as the

President. He will be smart, efficient and likeable by everyone. This way, he will appeal to the crowd as well as to the Parliament.(The

150 members from state)

Now, on the administration side, each of the 150 members will take care of a Dept/Ministry. The head of the ministry will be a civil

servant (Home secretary or Defence Secretary etc.)

So, we need 150 IAS officers on the top.

Each Panchayat, at each level will be assisted by a secretary, so 30 IAS officers at the state level, and so on.

All Parties will be abolished.

Best part is anyone can become the PM. He should just win in his village first, and keep on winning in every level.

No party, so leader of the largest party need not be PM, so No Rahul Gandhi or Modi too..   

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:02 pm (Edit)

The most important quality in any person running the government should be scientific knowledge, knowledge of economics, basic

knowledge of medical sciences. You will never get anywhere with a person who does not have the scientific temper

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 5 pm (Edit)
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That is why we have civil servants and other specialists.

Elected representatives just need peoples’ support.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:20 pm (Edit)

The very elected person should also have the proper scientific knowledge otherwise he would continue to make blunders like

the one’s that are doing now.

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 20, 201 3  at 8:31  pm(Edit)

Not necessary.

An uneducated person can be empathetic towards his constituency peoples’ problems. He would know and understand

rural poor people much better.

That is why, politics doesnt need education, but peoples’ confidence.

Corruption and inefficiency depends on the person. An educated person can be worse at being corrupt. He might have new

ideas to extract money too.

A leader doesnt need qualifications. Akbar wasnt educated..   

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:49 pm(Edit)
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If you don’t know how to evaluate the evidence then you are a waste for the society, you will be a burden and you will

make mistakes in your decisions. We need evidence based governance, Akbar was a king, not democracy, talk about

democracy, this is the problem with people, they want aristocracy and want to elevate their leaders to demigods and

gods.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:53  pm(Edit)

Privilege blindness?

Reply

Akshar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 1 :59 pm (Edit)

Seems U r doc, Probably with Medical Science.

Just assumed from your usage of ” Evidence based governance” as with

” Evidence Based Medicine ”

M also fellow aspirant with Medical Science as an optional.

Would like to keep in touch.

My email id :akshar.ias@gmail.com

Reply

Akand Sitra
October 21 , 201 3  at 5:52 am (Edit)

What I am trying to say is, to evaluate the evidence or whatever you are saying, being literate is not mandatory.

Even an illiterate person with a lot of common sense can be quite helpful.
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You are missing the whole point when I said Akbar was illiterate yet he was smart.

You have a huge misconception that illiterate people are stupid and corrupt. Literate ones are honest and have

integrity.

Please come move on from that thought. Or atleast try to understand what Im trying to say. My grandfather is

illiterate but he is the most sensible man I know of.

Reply

naveenjot
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :05 pm (Edit)

In order to provide Right based development model to the people we do need to have a sound economic parameters .First the government has

to ensure that the appropriate infrastructure and tools are available aith the people to use them.Development cannot visualised to be yielding

in the vaccum itself

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :07  pm (Edit)

To become a developed country from developing is like a race,so the winner will be the one who contributes in economy the most.so,the

capitalists and the biggest beneficiaries but it doesn’t mean that common man is not enjoying this development,but slowly for example profits

of tata will compel him to extend its comapnies branch which in turn benefit the youths as they will get employed.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 1  pm (Edit)
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@Geetika: In my view poverty is a relative term. Inequality begets poverty. As per your model of industrialization, it will result into more

inequality and more poverty. don’t u think so ?

Thanks

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 9 pm (Edit)

A rat race it is, I must say. And, alas, in the end, it will only lead to our own extinction.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 3  pm (Edit)

Pure capitalism, the Ayn Rand philosophy is the major cause for the every widening gap between the rich and the poor, capitalism needs to

be checked and controlled, the most important thing is to have a population that understands what evidence means and how to evaluate

evidence, that is we need masses who are willing to question their beliefs. The Indian mentality has to change much, that is away from

religion and superstition

Reply

wayfarerbtb
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :08 pm (Edit)

The fact that current development model is heavily skewed towards consumption led growth which has its own fallouts. This model thus

presents a lopsided growth opportunity to those who can grab the opportunity by way of their social standing and at the same time depleting

the common resource in the name of development of all.
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A model which ensures common participation from the grass root level to top in planning to execution, containing the important element of

restricting one within the boundary line of acute necessities while at the same time doing away with the consumptive lifestyle.

For we know sure, when we compare the per capita consumption of various quantities in India to that of World or the developed countries we

see a very small figure for our country but we have to take into account the capacity of our resource to sustain growth and we cannot match

the OECD countries in this realm.

Thus some new model:- might we coin it ‘Sustainable/Ecological/Indian’ growth model which takes into account of such existing

vulnerabilities & limitations should be envisaged.

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 0 pm (Edit)

We should move away from the present concept of economic growth and focus more on ‘happiness’ as an indicator.

If people are not happy, what is the point of such a development?

In Bhutan, people have framed their Gross National Happiness where they focus on their culture, environment and ultimately happiness. I

think it is time for the world to move towards such a model.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 2  pm (Edit)

Food security bill is the need of this hour.To recover poor from the malnutrition web is the responsibility of government.instead of making

them lazy it will make them eligible to contribute in country’s growth because a healthy person is indication of prosperous nation.

Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :24 pm (Edit)
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Isn’t it the skill sets that we need to impart to our population?

Yes, a healthy population is necessary but it is not “sufficient”.

Reply

dryogeshd
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 6 pm (Edit)

Skill set is not sufficient either, we have dumbed down the primary and secondary education to such levels that a 12th grader doesn’t

know anything useful and is not employable anywhere

We need better education system

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 3  pm (Edit)

JRD Tata once rightly said, “I do not want India to be an economic superpower. I want India to be a happy country.”

Reply

Rajnish
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 3  pm (Edit)

After World War II ‘development’ was considered same as ‘growth’ and hence it was believed that rise in incomes as a result of rapid economic

growth(GDP to use the Keynesian vocabulary) would eradicate poverty from the face of the planet. But results of this “growth-eradicating-

poverty hypothesis” turned out to be not that impressive and soon it began to dawn upon the economist that growth in itself is not sufficient.

By the pioneering efforts of Pakistani economist Mahbub ul Haq and Amartya Sen the matter is long settled intellectually that growth is not

synonymous to development and hence what happens with the fruits of that growth-induced-wealth will determine the actual results of broad
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developmental project of humanity.

So I don’t think that there is any novelty in again debating the growth as not sufficient for overall development. Development remains the

ultimate goal and growth is an instrument to achieve that developmental aspirations of material prosperity which by default incorporates

corruption-free governance, high literacy, good health-care system and productive employment opportunities.

So in my modest view there is no debate between ‘growth’ and ‘development’; development is the end and and growth is the means to achieve

it. Growth precedes development. The meaning of growth should be taken as rise in income levels as the economy advances from low-income

to middle-income to high-income zone.

So the basic cause of the present international as well as intra-national inequality could be traced back to unbalanced growth and not on

something being fundamentally wrong with the concept of growth. Growth not being sufficient is already settled by so called developmental

economists like Amartya Sen. Even the Sen-Bhagwati debate is not about “growth versus development” but about what that growth can do and

how it should be used to achieve the aim of holistic development with all the social-sector indicators incorporated in it.

Like many things in life yes development is also imposed on majority by the minority gang of intellectual-snobs. Since the project of

modernity was launched by European Conquistadors in late fifteenth century the rest of the world seems to be imitating and adapting the

intellectual advancement of the West. America became the beacon and guardian of this Western citadel of modernity and after the end of the

Cold-war the so called neo-liberalism is on the rise throughout the world. Scholars like Francis Fukuyama have declared the end of Cold war as

“end of history” i.e. the debate between socialism and capitalism is over with demise of Soviet Union and world at large would consciously

choose the path of neo-liberalism(free markets and liberal democracy) as the only way to progress.

Since the end of colonization the world is divided along the global boundaries of “rich north” and “poor south”. The so called “first world” and

“third world” as conceptualised by some French economist of early 50s. Through the donor-recipient relationship exercised by America and

ex-colonial rich north, the global south has always found itself tied either in the debt of West or in the writ of their strong political rope.

But this west-centric developmental agenda is now going through a transition mainly attributable to the rise of China in particular and rise of

Asia in general. So the north-south networks have begun to accommodate the south-south networks also. This new south-south

developmental paradigm is mainly led by newly emerged economies like India, China and Brazil. The foundation of BRICS-bank must be seen

as an emerging bulwark against the hegemony of western financial networks and as cementing the spirit of south-south developmental

cooperation.

All in all I don’t see a debate between growth and development as one is a mean while other is an end. And so far growth is our only option; any
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imaginative and utopian thinking on the lines of hippies and Gandhian economic vision is likely going to be fruitless at this stage of history.

And yes developmental agenda is set by minority while followed by majority. Though global inequalities have gone more sharp but using this

western developmental paradigms only many countries like Indian and China achieved relative prosperity.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :29 pm (Edit)

The question is: do we need development at all? Here the argument is not between growth and development – it is about their alternative.

Post-development theorist, Arturo Escobar argued that we need alternative to development. Development is a new hegemony upon the

poor countries.

In the Indian context, don’t we see some truth in it?

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :49 pm (Edit)

I see that we want to talk about the alternative of the “developmental paradigm”; but I don’t think there is any alternative to

development because development means transitioning from lower productivity to higher productivity. Essentially enhancing the

quality of our economic as well as social life. What aim could be more ambitious and better than this one. Development as a new

hegemony on the poor countries seems to be more alarming than presenting with any plausible solutions to the material misery of vast

stretch of humanity. The western system is also recognizing the holes in their deregulated capitalism but they also fundamentally do no

go astray from the original principle of wealth generation as theorized by Adams Smith.

So I still hold that even a poor and horrendously unequal country like India has no practical option than to gradually reform the

process of growth creation so as to achieve quality development.

Through the prudent use of resources, innovative technologies and equitable social and political culture the same growth can be utilised
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to achieve high aim of development; rather than breaking our head over some out of the world innovative alternative to development

which might be practically very difficult to adjust with present frameworks of economies.

many times thank you for your precious comment and also for this novel initiative. Looking forward to it in future.

Reply

Akshar
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 2:28 am (Edit)

I will disagree here. Yes, there are flaws with the present development model. But which model is perfect then ?

Socialist ? Well again it also infringes upon rights of citizens.

There can not be a perfect model, but we can always improvise current model rather than finding an alternative.

1. Why poverty is still not eradicated with so called growth and development model ?

Causes :

-Corrupt Politicians, Bureaucracy

-Lazy/hypocrite citizens like us who will debate here till midnight but would not even take the pain to stand in a que to vote ( No

offence, I also didn’t vote one time)

-ill thought policies and poor execution + Lack of political will + Congress ( Again not being prejudiced, but yes I believe it core to my

heart. Except 5-10 years it has ruled since Independence)

- And finally We, The hypocrite ,aristocrat class.

(Assuming the people who are commenting here, have laptop/desktop with net connection with decent food and accommodation)

How many of us have sponsored a cause or teach one underprivileged child ? We have seen slums but how many times we have given

our services to them ( I am doc, but stillI have never visited a slum to serve those needy people.:-( ]

It can go on and on. Though I am deviating from the topic, but this is the root problem, US.

Yes, We elect the government on the premise that it will serve the nation in its best interest. But what happens is quite the contrary.

So what is the fundamental flaw ? Where are we going wrong ?

It’s US who select/elect the inefficient,corrupt,communal govt.
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Solutions :

Rather than just dressing the wound, find the underlying root cause and eliminate it.

How we can do it ?

1) Media should play a responsible role here. Till now it has done a fairly good job but it has to come out with innovative ideas just like

TOI ‘s Campaigns involving youth and fire that spirit to serve the society

2) Cinema also can act as a great catalyst to get the people in action.

Should rope in more actors to take on the social evils like Amir’s show

satya meva jayate.

I deviated/drifted from the topic but lets come back to the topic again .

Growth, is certainly necessary. We need to improvise this model. Beacause of this development and growth, we have Electronic gadgets

and mobiles even in the poorest people.

Reply

malik
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 4 pm (Edit)

there are two types of forces that operate in a country-monetary and fiscal. monetary forces are based on the principle of DEMAND and

supply while fiscal forces are related to NEED and supply. it is the market that looks after the monetary policy while the government is

supposed to look after the fical policy.

the rich have money-they can demand- and get what they want from the market. but what about those who do not have the resources?…the

government fulfils their need. on one hand, it provides them with the basic necessities : water, food, shelter, health and education. and on the

other, it tries to connect them with the market by creating infrastrucure : energy, transport and communication so that they too get access to

resources like the rich.

when there would be no absolute poverty,the importance of development will decrease (like most of the developed economies dont even have

a fiscal policy).but development will be needed till the day there is no skewness in the economy(which is a hypothetical situation).

Reply
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seema
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :28 pm (Edit)

Some major problem with our system of operations are:

1. Lack of awerness about development and education’s benefist.

2. Lack of inclusiveness. In our country women are totally devepented. Hence our 48% of human capital i.e women are not fully utilize.

They may help in poverty eradiction of their family.

3. Lack of political will. Their stomach are fully tight, who they are going to understand poverty, hunger?

4. Lack of transperacy in government work. And security of job given to the government employees. Now they perform their duty or not

who cares? Even they are not accountable to the parliament i.e to public.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :43  pm (Edit)

Who should create awareness about development? Government?

Yes, not involving women is a major factor in lack of development.

So what alternative do you propose?

Reply

seema
October 20, 201 3  at 8:35 pm (Edit)

More emphasis on women inclusion in the education is task of all nt just government. Family and parents are more responsible for it.

Hence regular work shops, and using t v shows for the awarness process. If an advertisement can influance 1000 of consumer to buy

a product, tv shows creat new fasion of any thing. then they can do this work very efficiently.
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Reply

ashok
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 7  pm (Edit)

i think the inclusive growth and development model should start from top as well as end and meet somewhere inbetween like streams. The

PRIs should be strong and independent enough to make their own policies. The govt’s intervention should come only when PRIs and ULBs are

not able to launch or take plunge for something. The centre and state govt should only provide funds,training,manpower and infrastructure

for implementing the plans and policies framed by the third tier for itself. No need of MNREGA or Food Security let people design their own

pathways at local levels for livelihood and ensuring food security of the villages,towns and cities.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :51  pm (Edit)

Middle path. It’s a good argument. But is it feasible? How do you propose to adopt such a developmental model?

Reply

M ANISH
October 20, 201 3  at 8:30 pm (Edit)

yes sir. what ashok has said would be absolutely feasible infact this is evident in the town of MORBI (gujarat).here people make their

own policies and there is absolutely no state intervention.and let me tell you one thing it is the place in india where you have highest PCI

not at so called metropolitan cities like delhi ,mumbai etc.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 8:44 pm (Edit)
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Why can’t we replicate it throughout India?

Every city doesn’t have core competency like Morbi’s. It’s industry provide their Muncipal admn high revenue and this revenue is

being used for its development.

Likewise, every village and city should be allowed to explore ways to generate its own revenue and use it for local development.

Capitalists won’t allow this. Imagine tribals in Orissa and Chattisgarh deciding what to do with their resources. As Ashok said, state

should ‘enable’ these tribal people to take their decisions by providing a security net to them. It should restrict itself to being a

facilitator.

Reply

Deepak Raj
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 8 pm (Edit)

The working of different growth(quantitative measure) and development(qualitative measure) model in our country, planned and executed

by the govt. has convincingly proved to be discriminatory in their outcomes. As a result, few people have moved ahead economically, having

a little or even adverse effect on the majority. Therefore, i think there is a need in the orientation and approach for tackling grave issues such

as poverty, unemployment, malnourishment, illiteracy etc. and issues affecting to vulnerable sections of the society. Thus, the concern is

more about the ‘differences’ that have been created by these models rather than the failure per se.

One major concern with these models is that they all assume the socio-politico-economic milieu to be the same all where, which is not true.

Different situations demand differential application of these models both temporal and spatial, which planners generally fail to understand.

They all tend to use the ‘state intervention’ as a necessary condition and consider ‘planned implementation’ as a panacea to all problems

producing desired resulted as conceived.

Now, coming back to the subject matter, Planning Commission understanding the above and from its past learning has divided India into 15

agro-climatic and later into 21 (plz. correct me if i’m wrong) agro-ecological zones. These zones have been identified based on various local

factors and one area is distinct from the others. They are not merely identification and classification of the geographical regions, but they also

aim at using the local features for development and reducing the regional inequalities.
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Thus, in my understanding, for the models to be successful there should be

* state participation rather than the intervention in the planning and implementation process

*decentralized planning

*people participation in the same

*maximum utilization of local resources, talent or other local advantage

*temporal feedback from the people

*effort to reduce inequalities among regions and section of people

*emphasis on increased transparency

*political will for the same

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :1 9 pm (Edit)

Seema: i think there are enough government officials but the need is to be more precise and with additional tools,it is possible to overcome

this problem.for eg. a complaint box and a regular checking and action on it.

are you convinced with this?

thanks

Reply

seema
October 20, 201 3  at 8:38 pm (Edit)

Geetika. I think your idea is gud but possible only throught e governance. Think it.

Reply

charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :20 pm (Edit)
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When you have inequality of income and wealth, democracies try to counterbalance that inequality with welfare-oriented policies. Besides,

India a socialist republic according to its constitution.

Democracy and the welfare state are not at all opposed to each other; in practice they do go hand in hand.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :21  pm (Edit)

Santosh: you are right,but in piont of view to eradicate the poverty promotion of agro based industry can help a lot.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :32 pm (Edit)

Geetika, when we say about agro based industries, i think it will help the rich farmers not the marginal farmers.The larger section of the

poor people are land less and daily wage labourers.

But at the same time specifically for the people who depend on forest produce for their livelihood can be benefited by agro based

industries, where forest produces are the raw materials.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :44 pm (Edit)

trickle down approach can work in this that is a profit of rich farmer will benefit marginal farmers, because the simultaneous growth of

all classes is not possible.

Reply
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Rajnish Patidar
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :22 pm (Edit)

dear Insights, looking forward to ur comments. As well as comments from other groupies. Please take pain to do so. Thank you.

Reply

Geetika Kaushik
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :24 pm (Edit)

In India the goal of development has been a long chased one. This gained importance primarily in the aftermath of the British rule. Prior to

that the village economy was self sufficient and required little external links for fulfilling the needs of each individual.

However, post independence, Indian policy makers have experimented with various development ideologies, strategies and frameworks but

with limited success. One tendency which did not change for a long time was the Top-down approach to planning.

With the adoption of five-year-plan strategy, establishment of central bodies like the Planning commission and monopoly over development

of core industries by the Public sector, the center assumed an upper hand in dictating the terms of development to the rest of the nation. This

was clearly contradictory to the Gandhian principles of a vibrant ‘village economy’ and decentralization.

As we all know, Gandhiji’s dream of empowering the citizens at the grass roots turned into a reality with the 73rd and 74th CAA in 1992. It is

also around that time the Indian economy opened itself to the world and its own citizens with lesser control and deregulation.

Today, twenty years down the line, India has managed to achieve greater growth and GDP numbers. This has not only helped in improving the

overall macroeconomic status but also provided government with resources and fiscal buoyancy to answer the needs of the marginalized who

have been left out of the trickle-down effect.

It is at this stage the government should reach out to the interiors of the country and satisfy their distinct requirements based on their socio-

cultural and political aspirations.

With increasing awareness and voices turning louder day by day, time has come for the government to turn around not only the poor

implementation story but also the non inclusive planning process. It is perhaps then that we would be able to restore the pre-british era where

each individual had the opportunity to satisfy his needs, ambitions and aspirations.

Reply
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charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :31  pm (Edit)

India lost its self-sufficient villages after the Crown took to rule India.

I think it would be a gross mistake if we go back to our pre-independence era as you mentioned in your conclusion. The individuals were

confined to their “caste-jobs” with no real growth in their lives.

Reply

Santosh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :39 pm (Edit)

@Geetika, with all due respect, i don’t agree with your point that, peole in the pre-british era were self sufficient and happy.

if we see certain factors like Mortality rate, IMR, MMR and inhumane caste bias were more pathetic in that era.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :26 pm (Edit)

sks: different people have different interests and according to that is their happiness.A capitalist is happy in setting up industry but it is

opposite with poor as it degrades their environment so isn’t it is controversial model?

Reply

sks
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :35 pm (Edit)

But consider this: Not all industries damage environment. Do you really need an AC if you have enough greenery around your

neighbourhood?
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Capitalist also wants happiness, but he shouldn’t take away someone else’s happiness… That should be the government responsibility to

ensure that. The govt can certainly opt for green accounting which it doesn’t unless it is adopted globally..

So, Gross National Happiness should be adopted globally. So, no one will be able to impinge on someone else’s happiness.

Reply

naveenjot
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :27  pm (Edit)

Development for the people should focus not just on the provisions of meeting the immediate livlihood facilities only .Rather it could be made

comprihensible by incorporating the agenda of sustainability which means utilizing the resources in a succint manner without compromising

the ability of future generation to get benefit from them.Thats how it can be percieved to be holistic

Reply

shailesh
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :28 pm (Edit)

From starting(after independence) India was not able to concentrate on any particular policy properly so that it could reap its fruit. self

sufficiency in heavy industries left people poor and poverty did not decreased. then india focused on food self sufficiency in which she

succeeded but its ill effects are visible today. then wars drained india’s wealth. it is this lack of proper policy formation and strict adherence to

it that made india jack of all sectors and master of none.

Today also our proper policy formulation is lacking beacuse of subjectivity, no proper field study, no proper data management and lack of

infrastructure. Also definitional problem is also a cause of this. Every time we adopt a new definition of development and poverty and growth

and our statistics change and we rely on that only and not counting increase in people’s choice and their ability to cope up with problems of

poverty. these problems need to be resolved and proper policy formulation should take place which alone can achieve betterment

Reply

shaileshverma
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October 20, 201 3  at 7 :33  pm (Edit)

i would like to add the factor of involvement of people in policy formulation and implementation.

Reply

Ananya Basu
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :31  pm (Edit)

india’s growth story is about the growing inequality.though 66 years have passed post independence only a marginal few have been able to

protect themselves from poverty,unemployment,illitracy and other such problems which threaten the core existence of the masses.the

problem is that there is no social inclusion and the resources meant for the target section never reach the destination.P Sainath has beautifully

described in his book”everyone loves a good drought” that development is a strategy of evasion.that is when you can’t give basic health

services to the poor talk about giving health insurance.when you can’t send the children to school talk about non -formal education.we fail to

observe that non formal education cannot give formal employment oppotunities. besides the schemes meant to attract children to school like

the mid day meal programme also terrorize them when deaths are reported due to food poisoning.

growth and development cannot be substituted but an economical,eco-friendly,effective,transparent and accountable approach is necessary

to ensure that what is desired does become a reality.

Reply

Geetika
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :38 pm (Edit)

Don’t you think that corruption played a big role it these problems?

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :39 pm (Edit)
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It would be nice if you can elaborate last paragraph with examples if possible. I agree with your argument.

Reply

Mendax
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :06 am (Edit)

Liked your inclusion of P.Sainath argument in growth and development issue, its really what is happening…

Reply

Mendax
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :38 pm (Edit)

Agriculture sector is one of the important sector where we should have delibrate growth which directly helps in rural development. Post

independence this sector had great potential for growth but our policy makers simply ignored this potential sector where they assumed that

this sector will grow automatically without any intervention. Rather they focussed their attention on rapid industrialisation where we had no

experience on this. Moreover it costed in terms for high import bill due to large number of machinery import. Agriculture gained importance

only when we started facing food crisis and due to Green Revolution we were able to become food sufficient. But still it resulted in high

variation of development which favoured only small concentration of regions and rich farmers.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 0:1 9 pm (Edit)

by focusing on a particular sector we can achieve the balanced growth for e.g. as you mentioned the agricultural sector which can drive the

rural development. I think this is the one solution to achieve the balanced and coordinated growth by focusing on strategic and crucial

sectors rather than singing the hymns of the follies of the present system as quite a few respondents in this forum seems to be doing. Thanx

for this approach.
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Reply

Mendax
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 2:54 am (Edit)

This is what China had done when they got independent, realizing that their potential in agriculture, they firstly heavily invested or

developed agriculture which inturn helped in rural development. Then when they got appropriate growth in agriculture they went for

manufacturing growth. So I think firstly develop one sector in which you are or your people strong at or are more dependent on it like

Agriculture. We should consider it as a symbol for backwardness, so firstly become no. 1 in agriculture. then the benefits or profits can

be used to put forward for other sector the much better will be manufacturing.

Reply

Mendax
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 2:57  am (Edit)

typo in 6th line that ‘we should not consider it’

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 23, 201 3  at 2:38 am (Edit)

I concur with the historic experience of China that you have described. But I don’t think that we can go from one sector to other

step by step. Many things must be done simultaneously to achieve integrated and balanced growth. We can focus on certain

sectors for a particular plan-year or two but broadly things has to be integrated and coordinated, because nothing exactly exists

in isolation and hence are always connected to each other.

It was a pleasure to be part of this small discussion.

Reply
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Nikhil D
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :43  pm (Edit)

I am against current model of growth and development,

Today the growth and development of a country or individual is measured in economic terms. The HDI have been introduced very recently.

The monetary system came into force few centuries back. It was initially started to ease the transaction in day-to-day lives. However money is

now perceived as ends rather than means. The current thought prevails that – no money, means, no growth and development. The monetary

system for growth and development is itself flawed. The restrictions it has put on freedom of intellectual thinking outweighs its benefits in

current world. Centuries back monetary system was not in existence. So, should we say people were not developing then? Why growth and

development is measured in economic terms alone? It surely needs to be measured in broader perspective. There are diverse perspectives

regarding the growth and development among individuals. For some – widening intellectual capacity is growth; for some – gaining knowledge

is growth; for some – modern technology is growth, for some – happiness is growth; for some self satisfaction is growth; for some – social

welfare is growth. All these diverse perspective of growth have somewhere been compromised in the current world which measures growth

and development only in monetary system. The real growth and development will take place when each individual strives for the attainment

of his perception of growth. Of course, with some regulation of law and order.

The current economic system have freeze human thinking, that growth and development can occur at fast pace only when it is supported by

monetary system. The thinking of measuring pace of growth and development in economic terms need to be changed. Who knows the human

progress (even in technological aspect) would have been at much faster rate in barter system. The real growth and development lies in

individual’s freedom to perceive what he wants which the current definition of growth and development severely hampers. Because in today’s

world even for basic survival, you need to earn money.

Reply

M ANISH
October 20, 201 3  at 8:00 pm (Edit)

you have rightly pointed out and i completely agree with you.but, however, when we say development should be a multi dimensional

concept,then definitely it would be very difficult for the state to lend it’s hands to people for their growth and this model itself has many
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lacunae like it may hamper innovation and there may not be efficacy in the model

Reply

Nikhil D
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 8 pm (Edit)

I have mainly focused on negative aspects of current monetary model followed all over the world. The Nationalism or State is a very

modern concept. It came into existence only after monetary system had completely evolved. Although, the concept of regionalism was

prevalent, due to human nature of greediness or you may say, for security purpose.

No monetary system —> No state —> No national borders —> entire world belongs to you.

I, currently cannot propose alternative model for it, as it will need extreme brainstorming and thinking over its application in the real

world. Lots of model can be proposed but its practical application is what that matters the most. I just want to say that current economic

system have drastically failed and in near future it seems almost impossible to achieve.. what does government call it.. ohh yess..

sustainable Inclusive growth  

Reply

M ANISH
October 20, 201 3  at 8:25 pm (Edit)

ha ha…you are right…..but I found some dis concordance in your observation.As you said the concept of nationalism and state

emerged only after monetary system had completely evolved.I think it is no, because concept of state came up with the treaty of

west phalia and this has preceded the present monetarysystem

Reply

Nikhil D
October 20, 201 3  at 8:46 pm (Edit)
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You might be right. I searched Wikipedia to track the estimated period for rise of monetary system. But I didn’t get any relevant

info.

Reply

M ANISH
October 20, 201 3  at 7 :53  pm (Edit)

In the present world’s context the definition of development has been skewed in favor of economic criteria.Probably this is not the only

criteria that can be taken as a yardstick for measuring development.Especially, most of us accepted the PCI,GDP as the barometers to

measure development which are echoed by west.We are always in pursuit of western model of development thinking that it is the only

superior one like to have english as medium of communication. development should be measured based on indigenously developed model.For

instance, in india,the region or city which has highest per capita income is not delhi or mumbai or any other big mteros. it is a small town in

gujarat called MORBI which has senn tremendous growth and has thumping PCI.The people who belongs to this place doesn’t even speak

english and their model of development is indigenous one.

Reply

Siddhant
October 20, 201 3  at 8:02 pm (Edit)

Development, in it’s very basic sense means continuous improvement in the standard of living and quality of life of people but what we witness

today is that the whole agenda of development hovers around the economic growth and GDP. In this run for inclusive economic growth we’ve

actually forgotten that development is much beyond this. The most recent example in this regard is the Gujarat model of development which,

in spite of being so much hyped found a place in the ‘ less developed’ category of states in a report of the committee headed by Dr. Raghuram

Rajan which took several parameters such as health, education, poverty rate, monthly consumption expenditure and likewise for evolving its

composite development index which is a clear indicator that mere economic growth can’t eradicate poverty.

For bringing prosperity and eradicating poverty the government and its policies has to reach to the grass root level and must ensure public
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participation from the initial planning to the final implementation. The setting up of the Panchayti Raj by the 73rd Amendment Act and the

Gram Sabhas under this was a major step in this regard with an aim to reach the common masses. However, with time we saw the ignorance of

the masses by our political and bureaucratic system in planning as well as implementation and as a result of which various developmental

schemes like MNREGA and PDS failed to make an impact. Out of the various reasons cited, the main reason for the their failure is that the

benefits of these schemes din’t reach the intended beneficiaries because of inefficient management of the schemes, corruption, complex

bureaucratic procedures.

We should aim for such process which ensures the participation of even the lowest strata of the society so that the actual problem may be

understood and an adequate solution may be sought out. Besides, proper emphasis be laid on the education of rural people that can teach

them the know-hows of the various aspects related to poverty and steps to be taken for its eradication.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 0:1 1  pm (Edit)

through your Gujrat point you have well demonstrated the crux of “growth vs development” debate.

Reply

IAS Aspirant
October 20, 201 3  at 8:04 pm (Edit)

More so,our development agenda has been hijacked by politics.Instead of strengthening the fundamentals the very basics of our

system(which would helped us addressing the long term development needs),the policies have been skewed for ‘populist measures’.MNREGA

without any real asset and skill creation is a farce .Food Security is another one in the kitty.

“Give a person a net to fish rather than helping him with a fish”.

In a way,development way of inclusive growth is still relevant.Reorientation of the approach is the need of the hour.

Reply
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charvaka
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 3  pm (Edit)

Populist measures have become the essence of Democracy. What else can we do if the inequality is ever increasing?

Reply

IAS Aspirant
October 20, 201 3  at 8:23  pm (Edit)

Inequality is because we have created it.It is our baby.

Why Agriculture is still for subsistence and not for commerce even after 68 years of Independence?Answer lies in the fact that a tiny

Israel produces more agricultural goods than we do.Why could they do so- technological and scientific farming.

As I mentioned,hard and tough decisions need to be taken for the betterment of future India.

Reply

doc
October 20, 201 3  at 8:04 pm (Edit)

An alternative for Growth and Development would be ‘Health & Wealth’ approach..

Health encompassing all the amenities for a simple but disease free living(Sanitation,food,immunization,standard of living, preventing

pollution ….etc)

Wealth encompassing education, skills, assisting people to gain wealth by using their own skills, ensuring equality in distribution of profits,

creating jobs befitting every type of skill, speedy implementation of projects…etc

Reply

ash07
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October 20, 201 3  at 8:05 pm (Edit)

Since independence social justice was ingrained as the primary objective to which our five year plans, our constitution as well as the directive

principles should be targeted. The first few years focused on a trickle-down theory resting on the premise if we pursue for economic growth

the fruits will redistribute themselves homogenously an development will follow. The hollowness of that policy was followed by a shift to a

policy stance in which state shall sponsor wage employment to the marginalised and underprivileged. However the infructuousness of that

exercise meant it was done away with too. More Recently, the policy formulations have veered towards providing social security to all and

sundry. This method of ensuring development for all is the most sustainable and feasible approach that India could go forward with. State

shall sponsor the basic social security for its citizens in terms of food, health, infrastructure and literacy. PPP partnerships should be

developed not as an alternative to state inefficiency rather to ensure a competitive market is fostered. The crux of my argument is that State

may go for nationalising a mandated skill development programme for youth which will make them employable and need not focus on

providing a ‘rigid-100 day employment’, State shall work to improve agriculture productivity and strive to make markets competitive and

transparent and the need to provide ‘exact 5kg/person’ food could be gradually done away with. It is high time we realise the steps taken till

date have been lacking a long term vision and focused on overnight solutions. The last 66 years of independence prove an ample wake up call

to realise and shift our strategy. Move from the fancy terms of ‘GDP per capita growth ‘ and strive for creating an environment which help

India trace a path of growth and development in future. Remember, ‘Rome was not built in a day’.

Reply

IAS Aspirant
October 20, 201 3  at 8:1 4 pm (Edit)

The intention of the social welfare schemes itself has been an eyewash.How can we expect the unprivileged to break the shackles when the

system itself wants them to remain so for political gains?

Ladies and Gentleman,

Tough decisions and not populist ones will help us see a better India.

Reply

Anjali
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October 20, 201 3  at 8:30 pm (Edit)

I think we need state intervention for development, as there are natural inequalities, everybody is not exposed to same level of resources by

birth.

Why we failed?

Improper implementation, lack of good governance, institutional delays, instead of too many good schemes rolled by state leads to failure.

If we look at individual initiative like Gramin Bank in Bangladesh, SGH’s by Kulandei Francis etc they stood out inspite of every difficulty and

brought positive changes in lives of people.

Some states are successful in implementing schemes like Tamil Nadu in NRHM.

There is no dearth of schemes just strong will we need to bring out development. We need assessment of our failure and need to correct where

we went wrong

Reply

ash07
October 20, 201 3  at 8:41  pm (Edit)

State intervention is present since last 66 years, it is not a novel idea that we can rely on it to work wonders. Instead State must work in the

background to prepare a conducive environment which does not strangle the alternative routes to develop. The development has to be self

sufficient and devoid of any spoon feeding. The only way it can work out this way is support entrepreneurs, social activists, NGOs, private

players, civil societies in whichever way they need state backing. The economy of one region may develop by developing tourism while the

economy of another may hinge on tea plantations. Thus a one size fits all policy is neither necessary not desired.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 8:57  pm (Edit)

You hit bull’s eye in the first paragraph. But later your argument is not strong.
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It is very true that every village, town, city and state do not possess every resources. But they do possess some resources – that is local.

They can excel in it and barter it to get other resources necessary for their ‘development’.

But today, state is imposing its model of development through SEZ, NIMZ, investment zones, new industries, dams, etc displacing people

from their traditional occupations with the promise of giving them ‘employment’.

Instead, locals should be allowed to decide what they want and the state should facilitate it.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 20, 201 3  at 1 0:04 pm (Edit)

Insights sir, I collect that you have been emphasizing the local-centric or people-centric approach to achieve fruits of development. I

extract that you would root for “participative development”; and I fully agree to such view. But where I see the problem in your logic is

that solely through local means we can not expect the cutting edge innovations which through their scientific power put the whole lot of

humanity on higher shelf of living standards just as machines did in the 19th century industrial era. Without production on large scale,

we can not expect much in our collective quest to achieve higher standards of material well being.

Now I realize that this collectivized way of doing has come under a whole lot of criticism spinning the new ideas like “sustainable

development” or “green economy”; but in my view we would have to better our existing structures of production, governance,

education, health-care to achieve sustainable and inclusive development. Rather than toying with ideas such as “village republics”

which in the long-term may disaapoint us.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 20, 201 3  at 1 0:34 pm (Edit)

‘Higher shelf of living standards, production on large scale and Higher standards of material well being’ – will lead to fast depletion of

resources and disappearance of the natural world we have today. Though it sounds Utopian and idealistic, in the long term, not the

cutting edge scientific innovations, but the good air, clean drinking water, a durable roof and sufficient food will matter most to the
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majority of the people.

If the state increases corporate tax, reduces export subsidies, and invests that money on the poor, it can universalize healthcare,

education and food access. But it doesn’t do that because of neoliberal compulsions.

Anyway we all have different opinions. Good to see informed discussion here. Looking forward to next week’s debate.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 23, 201 3  at 2:08 am (Edit)

Thank you for this reply, it does indeed provides me a contrast to the view I hold. As always it’s about striking a balance; so I

would settle with a view where welfare instruments are woven into free-market economy structures. Aristotle’s vision of strong

society may come as handy here; in which: top 15% create wealth, bottom 15% to be taken care by the state, and middle 70%

should be what we may call “middle class” assisting the state and top 15%. A sort of a system working for everybody including

mother earth.

You may say this a political opinion which I hold in the light of my present knowledge.

I must express you my deep gratitude for running this platform, whose USP in my view is simplicity and interactivity. Surely

looking forward to next debate.

Reply

Ritu Konar
October 21 , 201 3  at 2:29 am (Edit)

here d problem is locals many a place r nt aware about their resources ,thus in india state politician get scope 2 criminalize d system.i

think here d role of civil society can b crucial.whn i knw i hav a bag full of gold i knw i hav 2 sell it in ryt tym bt thngs r nt that easy as

many a times i cant realise my resourse unless others show interest in that.only dn state’s welfare role becomes important
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Reply

Anjali
October 20, 201 3  at 8:32 pm (Edit)

Sir please check my views.

Reply

Richa
October 20, 201 3  at 8:43  pm (Edit)

Yes it is true that the development has totally lost its path and meaning in the context of developing countries. We need development but in its

changed form. India is a young country so we need to develop the human resources, our every policy should implicitly or explicitly aimed

towards developing the human resources. There is need of quality education, skill development, and quality research. Now the question is

state is already doing the same, so what is new about it. Yes the sate is doing but it has not achieved the desired results. It should be done with

the zeal and the perseverance (example: polio campaign started and ended up with excellent result). The government should act as a facilitator

and arbitrator and provide an equal environment for each and every individual.

The Japan is the best example which shows that despite being resources deficit area, despite being a small Island, how its education program

with a campaign of “No block with illiterate family and no family with illiterate person” changed its destiny. When we were one of the colonies

of Britain, Japan had capability to compete with those advance nations.

Next agenda should be development which does not give any injury to our natural surroundings. That is Sustainable Development.

With being global we have to belief in our local capabilities. We have to prove that the development is more than multinational companies. We

have to make it more decentralized, and being a large country with diversity in ethnic groups, geographical regions, language and resources.

We want different development definition for different regions. For this we have to strengthen the concept of regional planning. We have to

understand our local strength and accordingly innovate the ways of development.

The conclusion is that taking the motto of human resource development our development model should be inclusive in all terms. The
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development problem at a region has to be solved at that place only with the available resources by skilled and innovative minds.

Reply

Gokul Pugal
October 20, 201 3  at 8:58 pm (Edit)

Development is a multidimensional concept which an be equated with the right based development,the problem here is how to achieve these

basic and fundamental rights for holistic development of every human beings.The failure of the Govt to provide a system which can be

sustainable in achieving everyone’s interests has been the lacunae for development( all aspects).During 1950′s we followed a closed socialistic

self sustainable model but couldn’t implement it for various factors of less availability of capital,very diverse population,changing political

interests and no well developed institutional mechanism but slowly we learnt from the changing needs and implemented a 3 tier structure

through the 73/74 th amendment.But due external difficulties we had to open up the economy and allow the private players to have say in

many key sectors,this led availability of capital ,jobs and technology which was the need of the hour and his has increased the disposable

incomes of the population and attracting many private players for markets of huge demand.But still the trickle down effect was absent to a

large scale and resulted in huge migration to cities for opportunities.Govt now has increased poverty in both rural and urban front by not

satisfying the basic functions ,that were attributed to the govt.

The Govt need to provide a system which can provide a governance which is efficient and transparent.To increase efficiency is by providing

basic rights to the people (Decision Making and financial resources) so there is considerable need for decentralisation of planning in the

country and proper review mechanism to check the resources are optimally utilised.By providing adequate resources and monitoring

mechanism we can help them

to have a say in decision making and have inclusion in democratic polity.Rapid urban considerations are also increasing in the country so we

need allocate resources in a balanced way to reduce the urban and rural divide and also attend to the problems of the other half sections of the

people. PURA schemes are undertaken by he govt for creating a sustainable living and bridging the needs of the rural population,but still the

efforts are half hearty and not visible.So an indigenous model for Indian economy is must need in his fast urbanising world to achieve an

inclusive growth.
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Sahil Garg
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October 21 , 201 3  at 7 :25 am (Edit)

When growth is about production of material resources, development as a concept developed holistic approach towards empowerment by

setting a higher standard of living for all which will be inclusive and egalitarian. However, of late there has been dissenting voices against both

the ideologies. There has not been much headway in trickle down effects of development. That provides for an alternative approach to both

the problems.

As pointed out by Sudipto Kaviraj, development is an unhealthy consciousness that has been injected into the minds of Indian masses. It has

been injected into the unwilling throats of unwilling masses. People’s reaction to this largely talks about the difference between ideology of

development and practice of underdevelopment. Growth and development was imposed upon the will of majority. When India was sleeping,

Independence came to Indian people and growth was a gift of political elites to the masses. Gandhiji was projected as grandfather and Nehru as

head of joint family. Subsequently end of cold war led to increase in capitalist ideology all over the world.Developing Countries followed the

development model of European nations in a mechanical manner .

Development ideology was a western concept. According to world system theory and development of underdevelopment, scholars have

pointed out that, deformed and dependent third world countries can never reach the metropolises of developed world. Western powers using

the ideological infrastructure like pres, media, communication, technology propagated there models as the best one. The peripheral countries

adopted this approach thinking what west achieved in centuries, that they will achieve in decades by following the western concept of

capitalist development.

However recent protests all over the world testifies a more dis-aggregated and sophisticated approach to development.

the best alternatives:

1. change in value system : most of developing countries went for development without overhauling their value system. Culture and

rudimentary ideologies still haunt the development. West became development because of rise of protestant ethics that propagates work

culture, value of time etc . However in developing countries identity focussed mobilization, caste, race, ethnicity come as a challenge to

development.

2. Education and Skill development : as most of the developing countries are rich in demography, they much acknowledge the fact that skill

development is the key to success. Most of the children do not have basic education which gives rise to pathological ad informal work culture.

3. Sustainable use of resources which are exhaustible. Indiscriminate use of resources must be curtailed. Hence it requires the adoption of

Green GDP rather than economic GDP

4. Improvement is living standards through better health management and housing pattern, durable asset creation under various schemes like

MGNREGA,

5. bottom up approach : most of development policy formulations are limited to upper echelons of government. The fact that panchyats and
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gram sabhas lack fund, and functionaries testify that there is a need to development parochial plans according to the needs and aspirations of

the people and they must be included in that process. That will help in support of local manpower. More decentralisation and less

bureaucratization is the need of the hour.

6. Good governance through iCT and financial inclusion will mitigate corruption, help in direct reimbursement of subsidies in the bank

accounts and end to end tracking of money.

7. gender empowerment and budgetting

Developing countries need to develop a gross national happiness approach that will preserve their cultural , natural and religious, linguistic

identity that will mitigate the risk of communal, ethnic and other forms of violence and juxtapose the sustainable development.

Reply

Sahil Garg
October 21 , 201 3  at 9:56 am (Edit)

pls review

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 0:00 am (Edit)

You have explained your views beautifully. Escobar’s views should have been mentioned in your defense. Even Vandan Shiva argues

against the Development process we are pursuing.

I am putting your views on PDF later in the day. I am glad I didn’t close comments last night.

Reply

Sahil Garg
October 22, 201 3  at 6:09 am (Edit)

thank you. Yes, actually i wanted to mention T N Madan, Partho Chatterjee etc, but then it would have looked like an essay.
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Reply

Nikhil D
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 2:39 pm (Edit)

You have expressed your thoughts very well, covering diverse issues and giving to the point solutions. Beautiful description, explanation

and anticipation of the issues of growth and development.

Reply

Sahil Garg
October 22, 201 3  at 6:1 1  am (Edit)

Thank you Nikhil

Reply

Gaurav
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 1 :45 am (Edit)

@insights… sir you promised for a pdf too. I am waiting for that.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 22, 201 3  at 8:00 am (Edit)

Yes I did promise. I thought I should leave it open for one or two days more as people are still commenting.

Reply
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susheel
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 :25 pm (Edit)

“Growth generally denotes economic growth, while “development’ connotes ‘the better way of living’. There is a direct relation between this

two i.e. one is causative to the other that is called causality. The growth of people economically, deprives them out of their poverty. But when

growth is utilized productively or sustained, it leads to prosperity. Paradoxically in India, the concept of growth grasped by the policy makers

which means raising GDP, raising percapita income (PCI), but grossly neglected the inequalities perpetuating in it, while they misunderstood

the concept of development. Reducing the inequalities in this stereotypical develoment approach as long as we follow or allow crony

Capitalism and neoliberist ideologies, will be a chimera.

I dont agree that we need an alternatives for “growth and development”, as the ultimate aim of any nation or an individual is growth and its

development, even though many use different alternatives to them as vocabulary magic. It is like following different sources but reaching the

same destination. What we should concentrate is not the stereotypical connotations of the definations of growth and development which

indicates growth as “economic growth which compares with better off and not the kind of growth that suits to the nativity” and development

as “westernized concept of development accompanied by the growing consumerism”.

In this context I would like to redefine the concepts of growth and development in Indian nativity as

Economic growth in India should be attained by the growth of indigenious industries, indigenious capital, internationally competent

indigenious products, increasing the productivity and exports with indigeneous skill and talent. But all these can only be done with better

governance in the state, better policy making about these issues in order to generate our own wealth not the kind of wealth that depends more

on foreign and less on indian.

coming to the Development, development for the destitute is to have a basic means to survive and definitely not providing him a freebies

without his ability to sustain them. similarly for a tribal, the development is surely not assimilating the life style of urban people, but

development by providing better infrastructure facility, better marketing facilities for their indigenious goods, better transportation and

communication for effective maintenance of their identity, culture etc. But contrary to this, indian development is like getting slum dwellers

out of the city inorder to keep city clean and green and getting tribals out, rehabilitated and resettled from their native eco system to a newer

one which is alien to them, just to develop the area with hydel power projects which will give water for irrigation to lakhs of people, mining

coal for power generation. These things we call as “developing some” at the cost of others. This will yield inequalities and unrest in the

country.

So we need to develop people by their active participation, their own ideas has to be considered, what kind of development they are imagining

should be noticed and supported by the state machinery.
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Finally, development doesn’t mean materialistic development but also intellectual development. Again intellectual development doesn’t mean

westernized notion of education but their traditional knowledge and indigeneous innovations for better surviving. According to mosley’s

hierarchy of needs when a person meets his materialistic, psychological and sociological needs he will reach a state of “self actualization”. That

kind of state should be end with “development” as a means, should be realised. “Gross national self actualization” should be the indicator for

development of the country.

If at all i would like to suggest any alternative to the “Growth and development”, it should be “INDIANISATION OF GROWTH &

DEVELOPMENT”.

Reply

susheel
October 21 , 201 3  at 1 0:42 pm (Edit)

please review

Reply

Sanjeev Sabhlok
October 22, 201 3  at 4:1 4 am (Edit)

Good topic, but time constraints prevent detailed engagement. I have provided my views on this topic in my book Breaking Free of Nehru

which can be downloaded here:http://bfn.sabhlokcity.com/

Reply

Richa
October 22, 201 3  at 8:57  am (Edit)

Thank you Sir

Reply
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INSIGHTS
October 22, 201 3  at 1 1 :45 am (Edit)

Thanks a lot Sir for dropping by. I wish you could share your thoughts briefly on the topic. It’s our privilege that you took time off to

comment. Thanks again.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 22, 201 3  at 1 :04 pm (Edit)

dear Insights. It would be a good exercise if somebody could sum up the entire crux of the issue as appeared in different views

responded here. pls if u can, thank u.

Reply

INSIGHTS
October 22, 201 3  at 1 :1 3  pm (Edit)

I will do that Rajnish. I am waiting for few more ideas to add up. May be by Thursday, I will post it.

Reply

Rajnish Patidar
October 22, 201 3  at 1 :02 pm (Edit)

Thank you sir, you have added “chaar chaand” to the debate. Internet this way is heaven.

Reply

Abhishek kumar Agrawal
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October 22, 201 3  at 1 1 :42 am (Edit)

against the motion …

All the factors of development and growth which are mentioned here as the reason behind poverty and marginalisation , are outcome of

institutional defects and not the development and growth in itself.

first of all , the argument is mislead in the definition of “development “. earlier , it was tagged as economic development only, but since 1970s

it is clearly documented about holistic restructuring of society. so, it can not be said that development per say is anti poor rather its objective

is pro-poor and proactive towards the marginalised people.

secondly, the growth is to be seen as the means to the end of development, and not an end it self. It is required that the country to be grown at

a decent rate , so that the govt. could do any welfare activity. Else, how govt wil fund for these activities.

Third, the problem of corruption, scams and the inequality is the defect in the implementation arena , i.e. lack of monitoring, lack of

objectivity of the desired goal, the centralised decision making process , the lack of accountability and transparency and all.

though in the earlier stage we failed in the model of development like trickle down policy , but it must be pointed out that we failed in the pre-

requisite growth rate to take care of the trickle down policy and we grew only at hindu growth rate of merely 3.5 % for three decades. Beside

that, we started direct policy intervention to take care of the marginalised.

All the cited side effect of development and growth model can be dealt with good governance which has transparency, accountability ,

efficiency and decentralisation as the pillars. So, rather than citing development and growth as the strategy of the west to dominate over the

rest, we should equip this trial and tested method and go ahead.

Comments are appreciable .

Thanking you

Reply

vishnu dath
October 25, 201 3  at 1 0:40 pm (Edit)
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At the time of indipendence indian economy ws cought up in a vicious circle of poverty. Due to the modern industrialism india become the

main target to dump thair product for the west. Obviosly our treditional and indigenious sectors of production declined. After NEP the british

raj is replaced by corporate raj. Corporate capture is taken place in all sector. A kind of crony capitalism. The role of nation state decline in

glonal age. Non state actors grab prime role in economics. We have to analyse in this environment. As a result the welth is concentrated in few

hands. So a section of society excluded from the trejectory of devolepment. So inorder to be inclusive state shoud retain its power. To lift the

people out of poverty along with economic growth. Otherwise the dominating class’s hegemon will continue..it will arest the possibility of

egaliterian society.

Reply

nithya
October 26, 201 3  at 1 2:44 am (Edit)

66 years after independence we still look back and blame at our colonial ex- masters for our poverty; Fully aware of the fact that more than

twice the amount to wipe out poverty from the roots of India exist within India(read money muddled among scams itself could do

considerable good to the economy) . We cannot obtain economic growth and prosperity until we stop looking back and take up the reins in

our own hands.

Dispersal and distribution of the money concentrated in the hands of a few to the masses will lead to development ; Various schemes by the

government need to be imposed for the same instead of bills like FSB which will be an added burden to the exchequer , increasing our CAD

will only lead to further disparity and a plunge to the existing levels of economic growth
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